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Nowadays, real-time vehicle detection is one of the biggest challenges in driver-assistance systems due to the complex envi-
ronment and the diverse types of vehicles. Vehicle detection can be exploited to accomplish several tasks such as computing the
distances to other vehicles, which can help the driver by warning to slow down the vehicle to avoid collisions. In this paper, we
propose an efficient real-time vehicle detection method following two steps: hypothesis generation and hypothesis verification. In
the first step, potential vehicles locations are detected based on template matching technique using cross-correlation which is one
of the fast algorithms. In the second step, two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT) is used to extract features from
the hypotheses generated in the first step and then to classify them as vehicles and nonvehicles. +e choice of the classifier is very
important due to the pivotal role that plays in the quality of the final results. +erefore, SVMs and AdaBoost are two classifiers
chosen to be used in this paper and their results are compared thereafter. +e results of the experiments are compared with some
existing system, and it showed that our proposed system has good performance in terms of robustness and accuracy and that our
system can meet the requirements in real time.

1. Introduction

+e automatic vehicle detection has gained importance in
research for the last fifteen years where the development of a
successful system for vehicle detection is the principal step
for driver assistance which needs calculation of the distances
between vehicles to warn drivers to slow down vehicles to
avoid accidents and collisions.

Several methods are used to detect vehicles [1] such as
laser-based or radar systems. However, in this paper, we are
based on image processing. +e majority of the proposed
method follows two steps, namely, hypothesis generation
and hypothesis verification. In the hypothesis generation
step, the localization of vehicles “zones of interest” in the
image is hypothesized. In the hypothesis verification, the
zones of interest are treated and verified if they are vehicles
or not. Several methods are proposed to generate the hy-
pothesis. Yan et al. [1] used the preknowledge shadows

underneath the vehicles to detect the zones where a vehicle
can be in the image but that can be suitable just in specific
weather and specific time in the day. Soo et al. [2] proposed a
monocular symmetry-based vehicle detection system in
which the symmetry is one of the most interesting visual
characteristics of a vehicle. However, computation of the
symmetry values for every pixel is a time-consuming pro-
cess. Jazayeri et al. [3] detected and tracked vehicles based on
motion information, and they relied on temporal in-
formation of features and their motion behaviors for vehicle
identification, which helps recompensing the complexity in
recognizing types, colors, and shapes of a vehicle. A motion-
based method is a successful method to detect moving
objects. However, it is intensive in terms of calculation and
requires analysis of several frames before an object can be
detected. It is also sensitive to camera movement and may
fail to detect objects with slow relative motion. Gao et al. [4]
used color information and edge information to detect
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vehicles where the detection method is based on the de-
tection of rear lights by looking for the red representation in
the image, and they used the function of symmetry measure
to analyse the symmetry of the color distribution and de-
termine the specific position of axis of the symmetry. Af-
terwards, the pair of edges are determined to rebuild the
integrated edges of a vehicle.

After the hypotheses generation step, the generated
hypotheses should be classified either as vehicles or not. In
this step, two essential operations are needed: feature ex-
traction and classification. Various methods are proposed to
overcome this step. +e Haar-like feature extraction method
is usually used which is a robust and rapid method which
uses the integral image, but the problem resides in the huge
number of the output features. Usually dimensionality re-
duction techniques [5, 6] are required for the high-
dimensional features. +e Haar-like method was a good
partner for many classifiers. In [7–9], the Haar-like method
was combined with the SVMs classifier. Also, the Haar-like
combination method and the AdaBoost classifier have been
used in [10–12]. Other famous features extraction methods
are also used such as the histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG), Gabor filters, and Gradient features. In [1] the
AdaBoost and SVMs classifiers are trained by the combined
HOG’s features. In [13], a new descriptor is proposed for
vehicle verification using the alternative family of functions
of log Gabor instead of the existing descriptors based on the
Gabor filter. Descriptors which are based on Gabor filters
have presented good results and showed good performance
in extracting features [14]. A system that detects rear of
vehicles in real time based on the AdaBoost classification
method and the gradient features method for adaptive cruise
control application (ACC applications) is presented. +e
Gradient features method is good at characterizing the
objects shape and appearance.

In our proposition, at the hypothesis generation step,
vehicle candidates are determined by using cross-correlation
after preprocessing using edge detection to improve the
results. +e cross-correlation is a common method which
has been used to evaluate and compute the similarity degree
between two compared images. In the step of hypothesis
verification, the generated candidates in the previous step
are verified. Two major operations are needed in this step:
feature extraction and classification. For feature extraction,
the third level of 2D-DWT is utilized which is a powerful
technique for representing data at different scales and fre-
quencies. For classification, two classifiers are used: support
vector machines (SVMs) classifier and AdaBoost classifier,
and then their results are compared to get a reliable result.
We have tested these classifiers using real data. However, it
needs a large training set. Currently, we concentrate on the
daytime detection for various vehicle models and types. In
our approach, the vehicle candidates are generated using the
highly correlated zones. +ese possible vehicle candidates
are then classified with AdaBoost and SVMs to remove
nonvehicle objects. Figure 1 shows the overall flow diagram
of the method.

+e organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the hypothesis generation. In Section 3, the

hypothesis verification method is presented. +e experi-
mental results are presented in Section 4 followed by the
conclusion in Section 5.

2. Hypothesis Generation

+e principal step in the vehicle detection system is the
generation of hypothesis; where in this step, we should look
in the image for the places where vehicles may be found
(zones of interest). In our proposition, we perform first a
preprocessing method using edge detection which acts an
important role in the performance of our method. After
performing the preprocessing, the cross-correlation is used
to detect the zones of interest, which is an algorithm that
calculates the similarity between a template and an image.
+e use of edge detection improves the result of the cross-
correlation and also reduces the processing time.

In this section, the preprocessing and the cross-
correlation techniques for initial candidate generation are
treated.

2.1. Edge Detection. +e best features that can be extracted
from vehicles in the detection systems are corners, color,
shadows, and horizontal edges and vertical edges. +e
shadows are good features to extract that can be utilized to
facilitate the hypothesis of vehicles. However, they are very
dependent on image intensity that depends also on weather
conditions. +e corner features can be found easily. How-
ever, they can be corrupted easily due to the noise.

In this paper, the edge detection is used where the
horizontal edges and vertical edges are good features to
extract. Looking at the edges reduces the required in-
formation because they replace a color image by a binary
image in which objects and surface markings are outlined.
+ese image parts are the most informative ones.

+e first step is to generate a global contour image from
the input gray-scale image using the Canny edge detector
[15].+e selection of the threshold values for the Canny edge
detector is not so critical as long as it generates enough edges
for the symmetry detector. +e edge detection was per-
formed on the image and on the template. Figure 2 shows the
result of edge detection performed on a typical road scene
captured by the forward looking camera.

+is technique improves the choice quality of the vehicle
candidates, and it optimizes the processing time.

2.2.Cross-Correlation. +e purpose is to identify areas in the
image that are probably vehicles. However, the problem is to
detect the pattern position in images. +e cross-correlation
is utilized to achieve this purpose which is a standard
method of estimating the degree of similarity, in other words
to estimate how much two images are correlated [16].
+erefore, the vehicle hypotheses in the images are found
based on the similarity degree between template images and
test images. Figure 3 shows a template image example.

+e function of cross-correlation between the image and
the template is defined as:
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ρ �∑
i,j

(x(i, j) − x)(y(i, j) − y)
σxσy

, (1)

where x(i, j) is the part of the image shared by template and
x is the mean of x(i, j); y(i, j) is the template and y is the
mean of y(i, j); and σx and σy are the standard deviations of

x(i, j) and y(i, j), respectively. �e function ρ varies be-
tween −1 and +1, where the good correlation state is found
when the ρ function takes values near +1 (i.e., when �rst
function increases, the second one does too in proportion);
the uncorrelated state is found when the ρ function takes
values near 0 (i.e., no relation between variation in the �rst
function and the second one); and the anti-correlated state is
detected when the ρ function takes values near −1 (i.e., when
the �rst function decreases, the second increases in pro-
portion). �e best match occurs when templates and test
images have maximum ρ. Multiple candidate locations can
be found by using this technique.

�e problem of matching using cross-correlation is that
it detects the similarity between template and a part of the
image only if they have almost the same size or a little bit
bigger or smaller size which means that we can detect ve-
hicles just in a prede�ned distance; in other words, we can
detect only far vehicles or near vehicles. In our proposition,
to overcome this problem, we chose to work with four
di�erent template’s sizes. Two smaller sizes are used to detect
far and very far vehicles, and two bigger sizes are used to
detect close and very close vehicles. We do not need various
sizes because the farthest vehicles are not that important.
Di�erent hypotheses of di�erent vehicles are generated
using few templates even if they have di�erent shapes or
types compared with the templates using the edge detection;
therefore, there is no need to use templates for each vehicle
type, shape, or texture. In our case, three templates in four
sizes are enough to generate the hypotheses following the
three vehicles categories, template for cars, template for
buses, and template for trucks. Figure 4 shows an example of
cross-correlation result that generates the hypothesis of far
vehicles “red bounding box” and hypothesis of nearby ve-
hicles “green bounding box.”

3. Hypothesis Verification

�e hypothesis veri�cation step acts an important role for
vehicle detection. �e results of the previous step are the
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Figure 1: Overall �ow diagram of our vehicle detection algorithm.

Figure 2: Resulting image using the Canny edge detector.

Figure 3: Example of a template.
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positions in the image where vehicles may be found. However,
not all positions detected on the image belong to vehicles.
+erefore, further verification is needed. In the verification
step, two major methods are needed: feature extraction
method and classification method. +e classifier is used to
classify the extracted features if they correspond to vehicles or
not. Seeking the solutions to improve the vehicle detection
accuracy and reduce the false detection rate while considering
the real time, we propose to use the two-dimensional discrete
wavelet transform for feature extraction, AdaBoost, and SVMs
to classify these extracted features. +e discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) has a good location property in frequency
and time domains, and it is an efficient method for features
extraction. +e AdaBoost and SVM classifiers are used in
several studies, and they showed a very good result.

In this section, the discrete wavelet transform and SVMs
and AdaBoost classifiers are treated.

3.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform. Wavelet transform is
widely used in many applications because it reduces the
computation cost and provides sharper time/frequency lo-
calization [17] in contrary to the Fourier transform. +e
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is any wavelet transform
for which the wavelets are discretely sampled. +e principal
of DWT is to decompose the input signal into two sub-
signals: the detail and the approximation. +e approxima-
tion corresponds to the low frequency of the input signal
which is the most energy of a signal, and the detail corre-
sponds to the high frequency of the input signal. +is
technique can be repeated at multiple levels by taking the
approximation as an input signal. +e same principal is
applied for images, and the DWTdecomposes the image into
four subband images: LL, LH, HL, and HH subband images
[18] as shown in Figure 5. +e LL subband image contains
the low-frequency component of the input image which
corresponds to the approximation, and HL, LH, and HH
subband images contain the high-frequency components of
the input image which are the details.

As shown in Figure 6, the low-pass filter and the high-
pass filter are used first on the lines of the input image,
“i.e., vertically” and then on the columns, “i.e., horizontally.”
Furthermore, after each filtering operation a down sampling
is used to reduce the overall number of computation. +is
technique can be repeated at multiple levels until obtaining
the desired result as shown in Figure 7.

In this study, we have concentrated on the third level of
the 2D-DWT. +is technique is applied on each generated
candidate and on the dataset images to extract features. We
extract the important features that we need, and it helps us to
improve the result of the classification.

3.2. Support Vector Machines (SVMs). SVM is a popular
machine learning algorithm for classification. It is a dis-
tinctive classifier that defines a separation hyper plane based
on training data with its label (supervised learning). +is
algorithm generates the best hyper plane that classifies new
examples. +e SVM algorithm principle is used to find the
hyper plane that maximizes the distance between the
training example classes which is called the margin.

Figure 4: +e result of the cross-correlation.
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Figure 5: (a) First level of DWT. (b) Subbands of the first level of
DWT.
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Figure 6: +e structure of forward two-dimensional DWT.
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+erefore, the optimal separating hyper plane maximizes the
margin of the training data.

+e separating hyper plane is defined as

f(x) � (ω · x) + b, (2)

where ω is known as the weight and b is called the bias.
+e margin is given as

M �
2

‖ω‖
. (3)

According to this expression, it is necessary to minimize
ω to maximize the margin.

+e classification function is given as

Cf � 
i

ωi · k x, xi(  + b, (4)

where xi is the support vector selected from training
samples, x is the input vector, k(x, xi) is the kernel function,
and ωi is the support vector weight (xi) which is determined
in the training process.

In our paper, radial basis function kernel (RBF kernel) is
used, and it gives good results compared to the other kernels.
+e RBF kernel function is given as

k x, xi(  � exp −
x−x2

i

����
����

2δ2
  . (5)

+e SVMs are trained using the positive samples and
negative samples. +e positive and negative vectors are
trained to be classified with the SVMs. X is considered to be a
member of class one only if Cf ≥ 0; otherwise, x is considered
a member of class two. +e flowchart that illustrates the
SVM classification is shown in Figure 8.

3.3. AdaBoost Classifier. AdaBoost (Adaptive boosting) was
proposed by Freund and Schapire in 1996 [19]. It is a

supervised learning algorithm that classifies between positive
and negative examples, and it aims at converting an ensemble
of weak classifiers into strong classifier; a single classifier may
classify the objects poorly. However, when multiple classifiers
are combined with selection of the training set at every it-
eration and assigning right amount of weight in final voting,
we can have good accuracy score for the overall classifier. +e
algorithm’s input is a set of labeled training examples (xi, yi),
i � 1, . . . , m, where xi is an example and yi is its label that
indicates if xi is a positive or negative example. Every weak
classifier is noted as function ht(x) that returns one of the two
values [+1,−1]. ht(x) is +1, if x is classified as a positive
example, and ht(x) is −1, if x is classified as a negative ex-
ample. +e AdaBoost algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1
according to [20].

Concerning training examples, we give m labeled ex-
amples (x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym) whither the xi ∈ X, and the
labels yi ∈ −1, +1{ }. Dt is a distribution calculated on the m

training examples of each value of t � 1, . . . , T, and to find a
weak hypothesis ht: X⟶ −1, +1{ }, a weak learning algo-
rithm is applied. Where the weak learner purpose is to look
for a weak hypothesis that has a low-weighted error εt

relative to Dt. +e weighted combination sign of the weak
hypotheses is computed to determineH the final hypothesis.

3.4. Preparation of Input Data

3.4.1. Training Process. To train the classifier, we should
prepare the templates first by normalizing them to 158 × 154
grayscale images, then extracting the features using the third
level of 2D-DWT, and finally, setting them in labeled vectors.

3.4.2. Classification Process. To classify the generated can-
didates (zones of interest), we should normalize them to 158
× 154 grayscale images and then extract the features using
the third level of 2D-DWT, and finally, we construct a vector
using the extracted features which will be the input of the
trained classifier and then obtain the results of the
classification.

Figure 7: +ird level of 2D-DWT.

Templates Test image

SVMs training SVMs
classification

Vehicle Nonvehicle

Figure 8: +e flowchart of SVM classification.
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4. Experiment Results

4.1. Experimental Datasets. +e database used in the ex-
periments contains two parts. +e first part was done by
combining the Caltech car database [21] and some images
that are captured manually from different situations, which
were used to train the classifier. +e second part was col-
lecting the videos in real traffic scenes which are utilized to
test the hypothesis generation step and hypothesis verifi-
cation step. Some of the images contain vehicles and others
contain background objects. All images are normalized to
158 × 154 pixels. +is paper uses MATLAB R2015b as the
software development tool to test the proposed method. +e
device configuration is 4.0GB memory DDR4 and 3.40GHz
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU.

+e Caltech car database included 1155 vehicle images
from the rear and 1155 nonvehicle images. +e real traffic
scenes are captured by a camera mounted on the car
windshield. +e real traffic scenes contain much in-
terference, such as traffic lines, trees, and billboards. Figure 9
shows some examples of the database.

4.2. Performance Metrics. To test the proposed system, we
collected real traffic videos using a camera mounted on front
of a car. +e vehicle detection was tested in various envi-
ronments, and it showed a good rate especially on the
highways.

Some results of hypothesis generation using cross-
correlation from different image sequences are shown in
Figure 10.+e trees beside the road and the rear window of a
car generate some false hypothesis. However, the purpose of
this step was to detect the potential vehicles location re-
gardless of the amount of false candidates generated where
the false candidates would be removed in the hypothesis
verification step as shown in Figure 11.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
the statistical data and the accuracy of various testing cases
were recorded and are listed in Table 1. +e accuracy is
defined as follows:

accuracy �
Td

Td + Mv + Fd
× 100%, (6)

where Td is the number of true detections, Mv is the number
of missed vehicles, and Fd is the number of false detections.

In order to get the best results, we have to look for an
efficient classifier where the classification step is the most
important step in detection systems. +erefore, we have
used and compared two classifiers: SVMs and AdaBoost
which are two efficient methods of classification, which
have been used to verify and classify the extracted features
by using 2D-DWTof the generated hypothesis. +e use of
these two classifiers gave really efficient results. However,
the AdaBoost classifier gave a high accuracy of classifi-
cation and showed more advantages than the SVM
classifier that also showed an important accuracy of
generated hypothesis classification. +e most missed ve-
hicles are missed due to the overlapping. However, the
detection of overlapping vehicles is done successfully
based on the percentage of vehicle parts hidden behind
other vehicles. If only small part of a vehicle is hidden, it
will be generated in the hypothesis generation step and
will be detected otherwise it will not be detected. +is
problem is not very important, and the most important

Figure 9: Some vehicle training sample images.

Input: (x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym) is a set of labeled examples where xi belongs to X, yi ∈ −1, +1{ }.
Initialization: D1(i) � 1/m for i � 1, . . . , m.
For t � 1, . . . , T:
Train the weak learner based on distribution Dt
Obtain the weak hypotheses ht: X⟶ Y −1, +1{ }

Select ht with low weighted error:
εt � 

i:ht(x)≠y
Dt(i)

If εt > 1/2, then set T � t− 1 and abort loop
Choose βt � εt/(1− εt)
Update Dt: Dt+1(i) � Dt(i)/Zt ×

βt, if ht(xi) � yi

1 , otherwise

Where Zt is a factor of normalization (chosen in a way that Dt+1 is a distribution)
+e final hypothesis is given as
H(x) � sign (

T
t�1ln(1/βt)ht(x) )

ALGORITHM 1
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problem is to detect vehicles directly in front of the
current vehicle.

Table 1 shows the results of our vehicle detection system.

4.3. Evaluation Results. To evaluate our proposed work, we
use three methods to compare with. Yan et al. [1] are based
on shadow under vehicle to detect the region of interest and
then used histograms of oriented gradients and the Ada-
Boost classifier for vehicle detection. Tang et al. [7] are based
on the Haar-like features and the AdaBoost classifier to
detect vehicles which is a very popular method. Ruan et al.
[22] focused on wheel detection to detect vehicles. +ey are
based on the HOG extractor and MB-LBP (multiblock local
binary pattern) with AdaBoost to detect vehicle’s wheels.
Table 2 shows the results of three different methods from

different scenes in different conditions compared to our
proposed method results, and this comparison shows that
the proposed method has the highest accuracy and confirms

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Hypothesis generation result after cross-correlation: (a) very close and very far generated candidates; (b) very close and far
generated candidates; (c) close and far generated candidates.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: +e results of hypothesis verification step of the generated candidates.

Table 1: Vehicle detection rates.

Methods Video sequences
1 2 3 4

Cross-correlation +
2D-DWT + SVMs

TD 98 102 115 121
MV 2 2 2 4
FD 2 2 1 2

Accuracy (%) 96.08 96.23 97.46 95.27

Cross-correlation +
2D-DWT +
AdaBoost

TD 99 101 116 123
MV 1 2 1 2
FD 1 2 1 1

Accuracy (%) 98.02 96.19 98.31 97.62
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that it is able to detect vehicles in different conditions with a
high accuracy and efficiency.

5. Conclusion

A real-time vehicle detection system using a camera
mounted on front of a car is proposed in this paper. We
have proposed a solution based on the cross-correlation
method. +e proposed system included two steps: the hy-
pothesis generation and hypothesis verification steps. Firstly,
in the hypothesis generation step, the initial candidate se-
lection is done by using the cross-correlation technique after
applying the edge detection to improve the result and reduce
the processing time. +en, in the hypothesis verification step,
the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform has been
applied on both selected candidates and dataset to extract
features. Two famous classifier SVM and AdaBoost have been
trained using these extracted features. Based on a comparison
of these two classifier results, it was concluded that the
AdaBoost classifier performed better in terms of accuracy than
SVMs that has also showed an interesting accuracy. +e ex-
perimental results presented in this paper showed that the
proposed approach have good accuracy compared to other
methods.

Data Availability

+e data used to support the findings of this study are in-
cluded within the article [21].

Additional Points

Our perspectives include the improvement in hypothesis
verification step by updating the AdaBoost classifier in order
to reduce the processing time and the distance measurement
between the detected vehicles and the camera.
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